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Editor’s Letter

Billionaire Warren Buffet purchased just over a 5% stake in five Japanese trading houses for over $6 billion. This
move was seen by Max Keiser of the Keiser report as a big thumbs down to the US dollar. Hence, Keiser expects
Bitcoin, gold and silver to outperform in the near term.
In order to attract the institutional investor, Fidelity has filed an application with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission to create a Bitcoin fund. This is a huge positive because if the institutional investors decide to park
even a small amount of funds in Bitcoin, it will boost prices.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE IS WHAT CRYPTO TO
INVEST IN? WE EXPLORE WHY ATROMG8 IS A TOP CONTENDER FOR 2020,
IS THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN 2020 ROWAN ENERGY?
& HOW TO EARN BITCOIN – FINALMENTE A NEW SOLUTION?
The bears attempted to sink Bitcoin below the immediate support of $11,100 on August 25 and 27 but failed as
aggressive buying by the bulls resulted in a rebound that has pushed the price above the 20-day EMA.
However, the momentum has not picked up, which shows that the demand dries up at higher levels.
The 20-day EMA has flattened out and the RSI is just above the midpoint, which suggests a balance between
supply in demand. In such a case, the price action remains stuck in a range without any specific direction.
Still, if the bulls can sustain the price above the 20-day EMA, a move to the overhead resistance of $12,134.29
and then to $12,486.61 is likely. The bears will try to defend this resistance zone aggressively. If the price turns
down, then the range-bound action will continue.
However, if the bulls succeed in pushing the price above $12,486.61, the uptrend is likely to resume with the first
target at $13,000 and then $14,000.
As the BTC/USD pair is stuck in a small range of $11,100 to $12,134.29, shortterm traders can buy near the support and sell near the resistance.
Another opportunity could open up after the bulls propel the price above

Karnav Shah

$12,500. Until then, we suggest traders remain on the sidelines.

Chief Editor

Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the cryptocurrency world.



Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Atrom Network
- Rowan Energy
- Finalmente Global
- IQONIQ
- ZenSports

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
WHAT CRYPTO TO INVEST IN? WE EXPLORE
WHY ATROMG8 IS A TOP CONTENDER FOR
2020
IS THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST
IN 2020 ROWAN ENERGY?
HOW TO EARN BITCOIN – FINALMENTE A
NEW SOLUTION?

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, crypto traders welcome to this week’s 146th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $386 Billion. We have seen a $20 Billion increase in the
Market Cap since last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $11,847 from $11,660 last week and
has increased by 1.6% and Ether price is now at $463 from $398 last week and has increased by
16.33%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $219 Billion, and for Altcoins, the current market cap
is $167 Billion.

The U.S. Federal Reserve has altered its stance on
the way it views inflation. On August 27, the Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell said that the central bank
will allow inflation to sustain above the 2% target
“for some time” if it has been below that level for a
long time.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

56.73%

Ethereum

13.48%

Some analysts believe that this could keep interest
rates near zero for about five years. The US dollar
index DXY, which was attempting a recovery turned
down after this new change and resumed its downtrend.

Tether

3.49%

XRP

3.43%

Chainlink

1.48%

Another notable move was that billionaire Warren
Buffet purchased just over a 5% stake in five
Japanese trading houses for over $6 billion. This
move was seen by Max Keiser of the Keiser report
as a big thumbs down to the US dollar. Hence,
Keiser expects Bitcoin, gold and silver to outperform in the near term.

Bitcoin Cash

1.34%

Litecoin

1.07%

Bitcoin SV

0.94%

Crypto.com

0.92%

In order to attract the institutional investor, Fidelity
has filed an application with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission to create a Bitcoin fund. This
is a huge positive because if the institutional investors decide to park even a small amount of funds in
Bitcoin, it will boost prices.

Binance Coin

0.88%

Others

16.24%
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

The bears attempted to sink Bitcoin below the immediate support of $11,100 on August 25 and 27
but failed as aggressive buying by the bulls resulted in a rebound that has pushed the price above
the 20-day EMA.
However, the momentum has not picked up, which shows that the demand dries up at higher levels.
The 20-day EMA has flattened out and the RSI is just above the midpoint, which suggests a balance
between supply in demand. In such a case, the price action remains stuck in a range without any
specific direction.
Still, if the bulls can sustain the price above the 20-day EMA, a move to the overhead resistance of
$12,134.29 and then to $12,486.61 is likely. The bears will try to defend this resistance zone aggressively. If the price turns down, then the range-bound action will continue.
However, if the bulls succeed in pushing the price above $12,486.61, the uptrend is likely to resume
with the first target at $13,000 and then $14,000.
As the BTC/USD pair is stuck in a small range of $11,100 to $12,134.29, short-term traders can buy
near the support and sell near the resistance.
Another opportunity could open up after the bulls propel the price above $12,500. Until then, we
suggest traders remain on the sidelines.
Cryptonaire Weekly | September 1st 2020
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

Ether fell close to the $364.49 support on August 25 and 27 but the bears could not sink the price
below it, which shows that the bulls were accumulating close to this level.
This gave an opportunity to the traders to buy as suggested in our previous analysis. The sharp
up-move today has pushed the price above the overhead resistance at $447.50, which is a huge
positive.
The 20-day EMA has started to rise once again and the RSI has climbed above the 60 levels, which
suggests that the bulls are in command.
If they can sustain the price above $447.50, the uptrend is likely to resume with the first target at
$480 and then $550.
However, the bears are likely to have other plans as they will try to fake the breakout above
$447.50. If the price turns down from the current levels, it could drop to $415 and remain stuck in
this range for a few days.
Therefore, traders should always protect their positions with a stop-loss. As the price keeps moving
higher, traders can trail the stops to protect the paper profits.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

XRP plunged below the $0.26756 support on August 27 but the bears could not capitalise on this
breakdown because the price rebounded off the 50-day SMA. This shows that the bulls are still buying on dips and not panicking.
The altcoin climbed back above $0.26756 on August 28, which shows that the breakdown on the
previous day was a bear trap. Usually, such a quick reversal within a day offers a low-risk short-term
buying opportunity.
The bulls pushed the price above the 20-day EMA on August 30 and have followed it up with
another sharp move today. This shows that the bulls are back in action and they will now try to push
the XRP/USD pair to $0.3275.
This bullish view will be invalidated if the pair turns down from the current levels and sinks below the
20-day EMA. Such a move will suggest that bears are aggressively selling on relief rallies.
The traders can buy if the price sustains above $0.293 for a few hours, with the initial stops being
kept just below the August 27 lows. The stops can be trailed higher as the price moves northwards.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash broke and closed (UTC time) below the $280 support on August 25, which suggested
that the bears have overpowered the bulls. The selling intensified and the bears broke the 50-day
SMA on August 27.
However, buying was seen below the $260 level, which resulted in a rebound off the lows.
In a downtrend, the bears aggressively sell on rallies. Hence, the bounce hit a wall close to the
breakdown level of $280 on August 30 and the BCH/USD pair turned down from the 20-day EMA
on August 31.
The bears will try to sink the price below $258.44 and extend the decline to the next support at
$245. On the other hand, the bulls will try to push the price above $280 and sustain it.
We do not find any buy setups at the current levels but if the price rises and sustains above $280,
aggressive traders might consider taking long positions with the stop-loss placed below the recent
lows and the target objective at $326.73. However, as this is a low-reliability trade, the position size
can be 50% of the usual.
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LINK/USD - LINK/USD

Chainlink broke below the 20-day EMA on several occasions but the bears could not sink the price
to the 50-day SMA, which shows that the bulls continued to buy at lower levels.
When the price refuses to fall even after breaking below a critical support, aggressive traders see
this as an opportunity and start accumulating. That happened between August 25 and 28, which
resulted in a sharp up-move on August 29.
However, the bears aggressively defended the overhead resistance at $17.74 and the LINK/USD pair
turned down from there on August 30.
Currently, the pair has formed an ascending triangle pattern, which will complete on a breakout
and close (UTC time) above $17.74. If that happens, a move to $20 and then to $22.64 is possible.
Hence, traders can attempt to buy above $17.74 with a close stop-loss.
This bullish view will be invalidated if the pair turns down and plummets below the trendline of the
triangle.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
A New Attempt to Tokenize Real Estate Projects in Mexico and Canada

MountX Real Estate Capital has licensed transfer agent Vertalo to design and launch
tokens for at least 15 digital real estate projects in Mexico and Canada through 2020 and
early 2021, the firms announced last week.
According to a press statement, this is the third of four planned deals by Vertalo’s real estate division (VRE), launched this past June, that focuses on the tokenization of real estate assets. Vertalo
is one of the few transfer agents – Securities and Exchange Commission-registered record keepers
– in the crypto industry.
Real estate tokenization once looked like an extremely popular blockchain use case that promised
to disrupt the global real estate market, with crypto firms like AlphaPoint and Harbor launching initiatives to put real estate assets on a blockchain. However, investors didn’t immediately take to the
new promise of trading tokenized pieces of properties on a public ledger.
One problem was that issuers had to get tokens out to increase liquidity, while institutions wanted
to see liquidity before they changed their operations. Multiple deals have fallen apart as a result,
including Harbor’s partnership with the real estate division of Chicago-based DRW Holdings.
Read more...
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Ripple Partners With 37 Universities Across 15 Countries via Crypto Research
Initiative

Ripple’s University Blockchain Research Initiative (UBRI) is adding three more names to its list of
partner institutions.
In a blog post, the company says it is teaming up with the University of Zurich, ETH Zurich, Ryerson
University, and the Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México (ITAM). The addition of four institutions brings the total number of UBRI partnerships to 37 universities.
According to Ripple, UBRI is supporting the University of Zurich’s Center for Sustainable Digital
Finance which would conduct research on the digitization of financial services in partnership with
multiple stakeholders including regulators, businesses, financial companies, and consumers among
others.
Meanwhile, UBRI’s joint effort with ETH Zurich aims to unlock the potential of blockchain in
Switzerland.
“ETH Zurich, meanwhile, is researching information security and cryptography, as well as new concepts and systems for payments… UBRI also provides technical support for the university’s efforts
to integrate secure, multi-party computation techniques into blockchain protocols and model smart
contracts. Many of these activities take place in collaboration with the Zurich Information Security &
Privacy Center (ZISC).”
Read more...
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SushiSwap Takes On Uniswap as DeFi’s Highest-Flying Unicorn

A liquidity war is brewing between Uniswap and a fork of DeFi’s darling DEX, called SushiSwap.
Don’t let the flippant name and emoji throw you off: Sushi means business. In less than a week,
SushiSwap has aggregated more than $800M worth of tokens, or about 80% of total Uniswap
assets, according to Sushiboard, which tracks the project’s data.
This isn’t just another liquidity-pool based DEX that’s popped up to compete with Uniswap:
SushiSwap is coming to directly take Uniswap’s liquidity.

SUSHI Tokenomics
In the first phase of the project, traders stake tokens representing deposits in Uniswap’s liquidity
pools (Uniswap’s LP tokens), in exchange for SUSHI tokens. In the second phase, traders are meant
to migrate those Uniswap LP tokens for the underlying assets and take them to the SushiSwap DEX.
Positioning themselves as “an evolution of Uniswap with SUSHI tokenomics” SushiSwap uses a
Yam-inspired interface to present traders with a “menu” of Uniswap liquidity positions they can lock
up in exchange for the SUSHI governance token.
APYs on these pools currently range from about 500% to over 2,000% for the highest yielding
option, the UMA-ETH pool (Umami Squid on the menu). More on the vision here.
Read more...
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Analysts predict Yearn Finance’s ETH vault could spark renewed Ether bull run

Analysts predict that the imminent launch of yETH by Yearn Finance could trigger a renewed surge
in buying pressure on the ETH markets. The product, which is being voted on by YFI token holders,
will automatically find the highest yielding decentralized finance (DeFi) protocol/strategy for Ether
(ETH) deposits.
Yearn Finance’s core products are ‘vaults’ that seek the best returns for yield farmers, while also
pooling funds to reduce gas fees. With Yearn’s vault purporting to guarantee the highest returns
while removing the labor and research needed to maximize the profitability of yield farming, combined with hype around the brand, the yETH vault is expected to drive up demand for ETH.
Some members of the crypto community speculate that guaranteed premium yields may attract capital that might have otherwise been designated for Ether staking in phase 0 of the ETH 2.0 rollout.
Nuggets News founder Alex Saunders also believes that yETH has major potential:

The new product that has me excited & even more bullish on ETH, is yETH. This adds to a long list
of catalysts for Ethereum, but it also reduces the available supply. Anyone who owns ETH can earn
the best yield automatically by HODLing yETH
Read more...
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NASA Exploring Blockchain Technology That Could Help Power Mission to
Saturn’s Icy Moon

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is looking at a blockchain solution that
can help power the space agency’s mission to Saturn’s icy moon, Titan.
According to a NASA briefing, tech companies Orbit Logic and the Fraunhofer USA Center for
Experimental Software Engineering have put forward a blockchain-based protocol that enhances communications in inhospitable space environments dubbed as the Space Communication
Reconstruction and Mapping with Blockchain Ledgering or SCRAMBL. By leveraging the distributed
ledger technology, SCRAMBL will store and propagate a ledger containing relevant data across
networking satellites.

“The ledger contains an inventory of established communication paths based on spacecraft-published connection state changes, but more importantly hosts events, states, objectives, and plans
that constitute a Common Relevant Operating Picture (CROP) – key to enabling a space network’s
coordination and overall awareness. When complemented with Orbit Logic’s Autonomous Planning
System (APS) solution (already developed and proven on high-fidelity testbeds), SCRAMBL will allow
the constellation as a whole to achieve greater overall system utility through agent-supported asset
teaming strategies.”
The underlying blockchain algorithm will be developed in such a way that it enables the spacecraft
system to bypass interruptions in communications. Should one node encounter issues, the rest can
swiftly and dynamically adapt and determine the most effective way to transmit a message.
Read more...
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Vitalik Buterin compares DeFi tokenomics to the Fed’s money printer

Vitalik Buterin, the co-founder of Ethereum (ETH), has again taken to Twitter to warn against naive
bullishness in the decentralized finance (DeFi) sector, comparing the economics of yield farming
tokens to the Federal Reserve’s money printing.
Yield farming - providing liquidity to earn interest in the form of tokens - has taken the crypto community by storm and sparked the DeFi boom.
However, Buterin highlighted the aggressive supply inflation of many governance tokens, saying
this puts downward pressure on the prices of “coins that are getting printed nonstop to pay the
liquidity providers.”
Seriously, the sheer volume of coins that needs to be printed nonstop to pay liquidity providers in
these 50-100%/year yield farming regimes makes major national central banks look like they’re all
run by Ron Paul.
Buterin is not alone in his assessment of these inflationary aspects of the DeFi sector, with Twitter
user ‘Larrypc’ likening yield farming to “a giant Ponzi scheme.”
Not everyone is a skeptic, with investor David Lach responding: “If you see those printed coins as
new cryptocurrencies (like BTC, ETH etc.) then yes, it’s insane. But if you see them as equity in new
crypto startups/projects that generate cash-flows, it’s not that crazy. There will always be new startups with real potential in crypto.”
Read more...
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Argentines Turn to Bitcoin to Protect Funds During Crisis: Survey

After recently suffering one of the worst financial crises in their history, some Argentineans have
managed to preserve their purchasing power by exchanging cash for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
A newly published online survey revealed that 74% of Argentina’s population believes that, under
the current political and economic conditions, cryptocurrencies are the best possible way to protect
their funds. Likewise, 68% of those surveyed consider crypto investments to be “extremely safe.”
The online survey, commissioned by Bitcoin marketplace Paxful and conducted by Cripto 247, featured 1,113 respondents throughout Argentina, aged between 18 and 55. The full methodology was
not published, but given that Cripto 247 is a popular cryptocurrency media outlet in Argentina, the
results aren’t altogether unsurprising.
That, however, makes some of the other results intriguing. While most of the survey respondents
see digital assets as a solution during a financial crisis, a significant percentage don’t feel they
understand how cryptocurrencies work, limiting further growth of cryptocurrency use in the country.
Twenty-four percent of respondents did not want to invest in crypto due to a lack of familiarity with
the technology; nearly eight percent professed fear of using an unknown currency.
Argentineans’ crypto usage has received a healthy bump from the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Read more...
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Why Japan’s crypto traders chose Bitcoin over alts earlier this year

A new study from a Japanese crypto exchange showed the country’s crypto fanatics favored Bitcoin
ahead of local favorites XRP and Monacoin, with trading volumes for the former significantly higher
than the latter two and other altcoins.

Bitcoin saw big bets ahead of alts
Yuya Hasegawa, a Market Analyst at Japanese crypto exchange Bitbank, referred to an April report
released by the Japan Virtual and Crypto assets Exchange Association (JVCEA), a Self-Regulatory
Organization fully recognized by the country’s Financial Services Agency.
He noted that while the number of active accounts for spot crypto trading reached an all-time high
in April, recovering from the dip in March, Bitcoin’s monthly traded value was “back above 87%
dominance,” showing that “newer users’ main interest is only in BTC.”
Hasegawa said that for Japanese investors, the overall interest in altcoins has been shrinking over
time relative to their interests in Bitcoin. He added the growth in the number of active accounts, the
vast majority of the newer market participants in Japan indicated traders are “likely to be interested
only in Bitcoin.”
The analyst noted that all figures were taken from officially reported values, which represented true
volumes in terms of all JPY exchanged and gave an accurate metric to measure user interest and
market size.
Read more...
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Major Swiss health insurance company now accepts crypto payments

A major health insurance provider in Switzerland has made Bitcoin and Ether payments available to
its policyholders.
According to an Aug. 31 announcement, Atupri Health Insurance is partnering with crypto financial
services company Bitcoin Suisse for its 200,000 customers to make payments using Bitcoin (BTC)
or Ethereum (ETH). Atupri, based in Bern, will not be holding any digital assets itself, but rather just
receiving fiat payments in Swiss francs once the BTC or ETH is exchanged by Bitcoin Suisse. The
insurance company — with roughly $887 million in annual sales as of 2019 — will have customers
paying for any fees associated with mining.
“As digital pioneers in the healthcare sector, we anticipate social trends and offer insurance solutions
with long-term prospects, said Caroline Meli, Head of Marketing and Sales at Atupri. “Blockchain
technology and the associated use of cryptocurrencies are becoming increasingly important.”
Bitcoin Suisse custodies more than $1 billion in assets and has been making forays into different
financial sectors for some time. In May, the crypto broker added custodial support and staking services for Tezos (XTZ), and included gold, silver and platinum for trading on its platform. It also reportedly has plans to hold a security token offering next year and list its assets on the stock exchange
by 2022.
Read more...
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Binance UK Joins the CryptoUK Self-Regulatory Association Ahead of Its
Expected Launch

Binance U.K has joined CryptoUK, a self-regulatory trade association, as it prepares to launch its
trading services in the United Kingdom. The exchange’s U.K subsidiary broke this news on Twitter,
noting that they are joining the association as an executive member.
This milestone will see Binance U.K operate alongside the likes of Coinbase, Ripple, CryptoCompare,
eToro, and CoinShares, who are also part of the CryptoUK executive committee.
Started back in 2018, the CryptoUK initiative came about as an avenue to accelerate crypto growth
in the U.K through self-regulation. Some of the issues that the association advocates for include the
development of best practices in crypto as well as sustainable growth. On this front, CryptoUK operates in liaison with stakeholders, not limited to financial regulators.
Currently, they are focused on giving feedback to Her Majesty’s Treasury, which recently inquired
the public about crypto asset promotions. In addition, the association is set to play a contributing role
in the U.K Cryptoasset Task Force stablecoin consultation, which is slated for late 2020. Ian Taylor,
the chairman of CryptoUK, has since welcomed Binance U.K to advance the association’s course,

“Binance.UK will bring significant local and global expertise to our Executive Committee and initiatives. We look forward to working with them to help develop a supportive regulatory framework for
cryptoasset businesses and customers in the U.K.”
Read more...
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WHAT CRYPTO TO INVEST IN?
WE EXPLORE WHY ATROMG8 IS
A TOP CONTENDER FOR 2020

If you are new to the world of cryptocurrencies and don’t know what crypto to invest in, then remember that you are not alone. Cryptocurrencies are digital currencies that people use for investing, as
well as, for carrying out online purchases. For instance, one can exchange a real currency like the
dollar to buy crypto coins or digital tokens of any cryptocurrency. While, there are many cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ether, Ripple, and Litecoin that one can invest in, the ATROMG8, is one of the
most popular cryptocurrencies that you can consider adding to your portfolio.
Here, discover more about the ATROMG8 token economics and what makes it perfect from an
investment point of view, in case you have no idea around what crypto to invest in.

WHAT CRYPTO COIN TO INVEST – WHAT IS ATROMG8?
In case you are wondering what crypto coin to invest in, then ATROMG8 is undoubtedly a great
choice. The ATROMG8 crypto coin is popularly known as the ATROM, and it is further divided into
one hundred million (100,000,000) units of BETROM. In the beginning, only 440 million crypto coins
had been created, but after ATRONOCOM as well as VISIONG8’s merger, ATROMG8 was reduced
to about 369 million ATROM.
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Later, after the announcements of a few fresh regulations, and in the wake of an entirely new ecosystem, the coins were further reduced to around 269 million ATROM crypto coins. The burn took
place on the 31st of July, 2020 after which the miners, as well as the developers, removed the coins
or tokens from circulation.
Today, ATROMG8, an innovative multi-DLT as well as Blockchain system, empowered by the new
MixNet 5.0, is slowly but gradually creating a niche in the cryptocurrency industry. The AG8 was
recently listed on the Probit (Professional Digital Currency Exchange) in South Korea in the shape
of AG8/USDT pairing.

ATROM NETWORK-EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE NEW
PLATFORM
When you take a look at the features of the ARTOMG8 project, you will no longer have to think about
what crypto to invest in. As far as ATROMG8 (https://www.accesswire.com/578488/ATROMG8The-Unique-Multi-Blockchain-Landscape-Powered-By-The-Innovative-MixNet-50-Super-Structure)
is concerned, it is a completely decentralized DPoS blockchain-based platform that allows human
communication. It lets you learn, manage, and organize in a fast, secure, and simple manner. Thanks
to its innovative DLT as well as blockchain system, ATROMG8 is capable of optimizing human-based
communication as well as value exchange at an entirely new level, while maintaining complete
security and privacy. ATROMG8’s MixNet superstructure tech is ideal for creating a real-time based
ecosystem on digitally advanced platforms, which is safe for both large and small group interactions.
Numerous blockchain-based networks will find it easy to access the decentralized enterprise opensource Blockchain ledger of the platform while executing transactions through direct satellite communication when required, thus making the network safe, both in terms of privacy and security.

WHAT THE AG8 TOKEN IS CAPABLE OF DOING?
Powered by the AG8tokens, the platform is designed to facilitate numerous activities across the
ATROMG8 ecosystem. These activities include sending as well as receiving data, financial transactions, services costs, as well as compensation charges for the stakeholders and node operators.
Apart from functioning as a P2P transaction vehicle, AG8 crypto tokens shall also provide a platform for exchange, a value storing coin, as well as a unit for accounting. The holders of the token
will get to use and access the complete ATROM system and utilize its products/services. Also, the
ATROMG8 platform is very user-friendly, as well as easily accessible through different devices such
as a tablet, desktop, and mobile phone. So, if you are still not sure what crypto to invest in then
consider including ATROM into your portfolio.
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ATROM NETWORK-OFFERING THE BEST SOLUTIONS
Another reason why you must not be in doubt about what crypto to invest in is because the
ATROMG8 ecosystem offers the best solutions.
The ATROMG8 (https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/atrom-network-listing-onprobit-exchange/ecosystem) is a globally recognized system, designed to facilitate secure and safe
communication (about the conversation, financial transaction, and value exchange) across the world.
The crypto network is duly regulated and licensed and thus offers fair and cleaner transactions.
Currently, many developers are working on the network’s applications as well as other interactions
that are helping to build more transactions.
The ATROMG8 team relies on the blockchain solution to rebuild the chain cycle as well as contact
tracing and exposure analysis. The company is currently working on several projects that will help to
transform the planet for the better.

THE ATROM ECOSYSTEM AND CHAINSAT – ENSURING SECURE
COMMUNICATION
ATROM is showing active participation within the ChainSat project powered by Accubits Technologies.
A one-of-its-kind project, Chainsat is essentially a low satellite orbiting the earth that has been
designed and created by Accubit to set up an enterprise-level blockchain ledger that enables secure
transactions for the next-gen enterprise blockchain apps. It provides a highly secure communication
system for enterprise association communication, which does not make use of the internet. The
communication with this satellite shall be made using UHF Telemetry of 115 kbps data as well as an
S-Band payload Transmitter.
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OTHER IMPORTANT FACTS
Still, wondering what crypto to invest in? Well, the ATROM coin is definitely the right choice!
One of the major reasons why you must invest in the ATROMG8 project is because the crypto coin
has made it to the list of the “Top 20 Promising Blockchain Projects in 2020“. The ATROMG8 project
was among the 3 best projects on the list. As per a report released by the Hackernoon, AtromG8’s
system will likely grow with a strong base of clients. ATROMG8’s highly impressive ecosystem that
offers much scope for solid learning, working, communication, and organizing for you, as well as,
your friends will be a major driving force behind the popularity of the project.

WHAT CRYPTO COIN TO INVEST – ATROM AND PROBIT EXCHANGE
When it comes to things like what crypto to invest in and how to carry out cryptocurrencies transactions, it is wise to choose a recognized crypto exchange such as ProBit. South Korea based cryptocurrency exchange is a widely recognized crypto exchange. It has also been featured in the list of
Top 20 crypto exchanges, as far as trading volume, is concerned. The exchange supports as many
as 500 trading pairs.
Most exchanges have options on how their traders can purchase digital currency using fiat. The
process has about five steps. Firstly, open an account with an exchange where you will be buying
and selling your crypto. You should also verify your identity. Next, identify the Fiat currency that you
would like to use. Then, proceed to deposit fiat cash through an identified payment gateway. Finally,
you can convert fiat to cryptocurrencies. In some instances, you will have to identify the cryptocurrency you would like to purchase before proceeding to the fiat deposit process. There are usually
numerous cryptocurrencies you can purchase, with dominant ones being BTC, ETH, BSV, and XRP.

WHAT CRYPTO TO INVEST IN – ATROM TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
As many as 200 million ATROM coins were frozen and put in a specialized wallet. The team, however, held talks with project participants and partners and burned many coins. This was done to
ensure that any coins that aren’t assigned shouldn’t be held within the ecosystem.
To counter inflation and losses caused as a result of lost wallets, as well as technical devices, and
to pay compensation to the node operators for expenses and electricity, the company decided that
around 3-7percent (of the total supply of 69 million) fresh coins will be issued each year. In fact, on
January 21, as many as 14 million coins were issued for programmers and have been distributed
among more than 100 individuals who shall leave the team.
At present, the key has been circulated by the experts on the team, and thus no coins will be issued
on a fresh basis. This means that currently 12.68 million coins are in circulation & distributed on
numerous exchanges as well as private wallets. Once the listing has been done on the 4th exchange,
all the coins that haven’t been frozen shall be distributed. This would bring another 17 million crypto
coins into circulations.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE TOKEN
The token primarily aims at exchanging information,
as well as, can also be utilized in the form of a key for
activating services.
– Staking
– Wallet activation as well as access to the company’s
crypto exchange.
– For online-based school tools, for instance, schools
offering their study courses.
– For diploma and document certification within the
blockchain.
– Utilizing social media elements that are subjected to
payment.
– Placement of unique offers on sales platforms.
– Placement of ads (revenue shared between
ATROMG8 and customers).
– Payments of in-house expenses for wallet, debit
card, exchange, and listing. The payment can be done
in ATROM upon request. This provides benefit to the
client from extremely low prices in their specific areas.
Creating your digital token on ATROMG8’s blockchain.
Thus, there is no denying the fact that ARTOM is a
great project, and you don’t have to be in any sort of
confusion regarding what crypto to invest in.

OTHER USE CASES
For people who are still unclear about what crypto to
invest in, they must have a look at the other use cases
of ATROM.
Public Blockchain: The ATROM coin can also be used
within the public blockchain. This can be done for purchasing RAM (Random Access Memory) to enable the
use of the blockchain system without any bandwidth
limitation and restrictions that offers a high level of
security for cost and finance involved for 3rd parties.
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Enterprise Private Blockchain: As far as the Enterprise Private Blockchain for ministries and institutes
are concerned, ATROM can be used for payment of annual costs and fees as well as for buying RAM
to use the blockchain without any kind of restrictions and bandwidth issues.
In case the customers make the payment of usage fees in fiat currency, then payment conversion
will take place in ATROM, through the crypto exchanges. The ATROMG8 platform doesn’t hold any
fiat currencies or accounts in this particular case.

BLOCKCHAIN AND SOCIAL MEDIA
As far as the blockchain technology is concerned, it has transformed the numerous social media
platforms. The decentralization of blockchain ensures improved data security. Blockchain has also
played a crucial role in improving transparency, prevention of identity theft, and has simplified the
process of identity verification. Apart from this, blockchain also helps to improve both P2P sales and
crowdfunding
This is because users are needed to follow the KYC, as well as anti-money laundering regulations
which have led to increased privacy and secured P2P sales via social media.
How ATROMG8 is Helping Universities and Students?
ATROMG8 has been launched to transform the social media platforms for the better for both you as
well as your family members. Thus, if you don’t know what crypto to invest in, then choose ATROM
right away!
It is a blockchain-enabled application designed using numerous open source-based projects of the
past few decades, as well as own innovations. The app can be utilized like that of a highly secured
messenger or even file transfer that comes with metadata protection. Thus, this app can assist
students in registering and building a strong social network of like-minded individuals. Using the
ATROMG8 platform, students can learn more about the offers coming from within the community.
Apart from literature as well as motivation, a student can also get the most of entertainment and
sports.
Additionally, students can even learn from other individuals in the ecosystem via numerous social
groups. They can access different forums to work in tandem with their fellow students as well as a
specialist in the area. The ATROMG8 system also offers video sharing features, allowing students to
freely communicate with each other and gather more experience.
Yet another advantage for students comes in the form of their loyalty program. This allows students
to acquire extra income while studying. Students, as well as others in their community, are rewarded
for actively participating in the ATROMG8 platform. ATROMG8 offers the students a sort of coupon
platform consisting of inexpensive offers that further assists them to reduce their costs daily. The
numerous groups on the platform offer an excellent place for students to search for cheap carpooling, apartments, eating joints as well as other services.
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The platform also provides students with a wallet which can help them to monitor their finance,
receive funds, as well as bills. To get extra funds, students must offer help to build the platform and
participate in its development to get incentives.

WHAT CRYPTO TO INVEST IN – HOW ARTOMG8 IS HELPING UNIVERSITIES?
In case universities are wondering what crypto to invest in or what are the benefits of ATROMG8,
then they must know that for institutions, the ATROMG8 system offers numerous advantages, such
as managing and issuing of certificates and diplomas via blockchain. The institution could utilize
the platform for creating their page, which they could further use to present themselves to the
fresh batch of students. By establishing contact with students through the platform, institutions can
strengthen their network.
The ATROMG8 platform also offers an opportunity for institutions to design their token on their
blockchain. This way institutions can develop as well as manage their ecosystems. They will also
get the opportunity to encourage students and staff members to become a part of their ecosystems.
Finally, the institutions can take part in the platform’s development and become a part of the great
innovation.
ATROMG8, in essence, integrates numerous technologies that allowed the firm to establish a safe
and efficient ecosystem. This platform is extremely dignified, helping individuals and clients on a
broad spectrum. The platform provides the ATROM token that can be used for sending as well as
receiving data, services cost, and compensating for all the efforts made within the network by the
community and node operators. The firm emphasizes on speed, security as well as protection of
data. The privacy protection during transactions and communication has influenced and guided the
decisions in recent years.
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SUPPORTED BY RENOWNED PERSONALITIES
If you have any doubts regarding what crypto to invest in, then you’ll be glad to know that ATROM
is supported by some of the renowned personalities.
As far as the ATROMG8 platform is concerned, personalities from across the globe are supporting it.
This includes the likes of Herbert Sterchi, Thomson Reuters former COO, who has been instrumental
in the development of blockchain and crypto in Europe in the past. Apart from this, Jorge Sebastiao,
CTO of Asia’s technology giant and a cybersecurity expert as well as Andrei Pereira, the leading
digital marketer of America are also supporters of the project.

WHAT CRYPTO COIN TO INVEST – ATROMG8’S PARTNERSHIP WITH
SENDVALU
Another reason why you don’t need to think about what crypto to invest in any longer is because the
ATROMG8 platform is highly secure, safe and efficient.
Thanks to ATROMG8’s innovative multi-DLT as well as the blockchain landscape, the company has
been getting a great deal of attention for its emerging technology movements. In their bid to establish a reliable decentralized future, the company has partnered with Sendvalu, the world’s leading
money transfer services providing company. As a result of this partnership, Sendvalu will offer its
services to the members of the ATROMG8 community across the globe. At present, the project has
been extended only in Latin America, particularly the market in Brazil, and offers all the advantages
of money transactions and proactive communication. With nearly 200,000 payout points across 75
nations, ATROMG8 offers a digital banking card to its users that can be used for conducting countrywide transactions with the help of a Point of the Sale charging network.

RECENT NEWS ARTICLE
1) ATROMG8 Listed on Bibox’s Exchange
Bibox Exchange-listed ATROMG8, a multi-DLT platform on its exchange on the 10th of March, 2020.
As a result, holders of ATROM coin can now buy & sell by paying a trading fee of just 0.1% to the
exchange. (https://www.newsbreak.com/news/1523023762079/multi-dlt-platform-atromg8s-tokento-list-on-bibox-exchange)
2) ATROMG8 Goes Live on the P2PB2B Platform
ATROMG8 went live on the P2PB2B platform in April 2020. The company announced that its 5.0
MixNet Superstructure based token, AG8 went live on the P2PB2B exchange. (https://www.newsbreak.com/news/1546662275087/the-multi-dlt-platform-atromg8s-token-atrom-gets-listed-on-theglobal-crypto-exchange-p2pb2b)
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3) ATROMG8 Establishes With Partnership With Sendavalu
The company announced its partnership with Sendavalu, a global money transferring service provider. For now, the project will focus only on the Latin American market. (https://www.bitcoininsider.
org/article/84584/atromg8-partners-sendvalu-effective-crossborder-payment-and-remittance)

WHAT CRYPTO COIN TO INVEST – CONCLUSION
To sum up, if you have any confusion regarding what crypto to invest in, then ATROMG8 is certainly
a project to heavily consider. The ATROMG8 platform relies on effective communication. The system
makes use of existing technologies, designed by trusted companies to offer solutions to the market.
ARTOMG8’s MixNet based solution ensures maximum security through different mechanisms and
also incorporates metadata within its protection system.
The company is focused on simplifying the everyday lives of its users. ATROMG8 has designed a
unique ecosystem with its experienced partners to meet the demands of today’s users. As a result,
users can now pay their bills easily or switch between multiple currencies effortlessly. Everything is
being provided within their wallets by trusted and licensed partners in a highly secure environment.
Remember, an ecosystem is useful only when it meets the requirements of the society. These needs
can be present in the form of training, friendship, travel, job, marketplace and many more. ATROMG8
recognizes this and has accepted the fresh challenges that are coming its way. The company is planning to build the COMG8 network with support from its team members and the ecosystem will go
live by November 2020.
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IS THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO
INVEST IN 2020 ROWAN ENERGY?

I often get asked by clients and subscribers what is the best cryptocurrency to invest in 2020
and this question often opens up many doors, today’s article I would like to focus on a particular
project Rowan Energy (regular readers will know we have featured this project before) and how
understanding their Tokenomics is a great asset when understood. Before I go into detail on that
for those who are new to the subscription or our website here is an introduction to the project and
Cryptocurrencies as a whole.
Cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, were the first blockchain systems to be introduced into the market.
With blockchain initial coin offerings raising billions of dollars, as well as global financial authorities
across the globe finally offering a clarification regarding the regulations applicable to blockchain
businesses and ICOs, 2020 is set to witness the emergence of a digital token powered economy.
So, if you are searching for the best cryptocurrency to invest in, then continue reading further.
The latest developments in the regulatory environment across the globe are indicative of a future
when the blockchain token will be issued for transferring assets, like real estate or even securities,
in a lawful as well as the compliant manner in different financial jurisdictions.
Like real estate, electricity can also be traded for automating the purchasing and selling of renewable energy. This would take away the power from the large shareholder based providers and bring
it back to the community or the people. This is where Rowan Energy comes into the picture!
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Rowan Energy was set up to establish a one-of-its-kind blockchain that was both decentralized and
encouraged people to purchase and use green energy through the installation of solar energy panels. Within the Rowan Energy community, members validate all the energy-related transactions and
get rewards for contributing to the Rowan community. This makes Rowan Energy possibly one of the
best cryptocurrency to invest in 2020 as they are aiming to revolutionize a major industry.

BACKGROUND
Rowan Energy (https://www.rowanenergy.com) was established by its CEO and founder David
Duckworth. Originally, Rowan was established to reward individuals for embracing sustainable living,
However, Rowan Energy, possibly the best cryptocurrency to invest in 2020, was committed to its
goal of encouraging the homeowners in the UK to install a rooftop solar panel.

WHY ROWAN ENERGY COULD BE THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO
INVEST IN 2020 -OVERVIEW
Rowan Energy is the first green energy blockchain in the world, which is the community-supported
and utilizes low powered Proof of Authority Consensus method. Members of the Rowan Energy community will be able to sell Carbon Offset Certificates (REC’s) produced by their Smart Miner as part
of the process of creating energy.
Thus, solar energy panel owners, Crypto investors, Green investors, traders of all levels who are
looking for one of the best cryptocurrencies to invest in 2020 should take the time to understand
the Rowan Energy project.
It must be noted that the installation of solar panels can be a costly affair. But, with Rowan Energy
blockchain, one can end up making the most of this investment through its ecosystem after a couple
of years. Continue reading to learn more about the Rowan Energy blockchain, how it benefits the
community, and what makes it one of the best cryptocurrencies to invest in 2020.

THE CURRENT PROBLEMS
The existing system of rewarding households with rooftop solar panel installations and generation
of electricity is prehistoric in terms of design, and also uneconomical. Besides, there isn’t any way
to monitor the power/energy that rooftop solar panels generate back to their source of generation.
Additionally, using blockchain technology utilising Proof-of-Work for encouraging green energy isn’t
viable owing to the huge amount of power/energy it requires to mine as well as validate transactions.
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THE ROWAN ENERGY SOLUTION
Rowan Energy, is one of the best cryptocurrencies which you can invest in during 2020 enabling
users to sell their energy P2P with others in the community, thus bringing in instant payments, and
that too at a higher rate. This, along with REC’s results in an increase in the income of solar panel
owners by over 70%. By using Rowan Energy’s custom-designed blockchain system, the consumer
will know when, how much, and where the electricity or power was generated. How much on-site
consumption of power happened and the amount that was fed on the grid. The company has a POA
based blockchain, which is low-carbon and low-powered. Also, both their partners as well as regulators can host the validation servers, and it can also be hosted on Rowan Energy’s infrastructure.

ROWAN ENERGY
Rowan Energy is primarily targeting the rooftop green energy or solar panel owners. The company
is also looking to target consumers searching for affordable and green options, as well as the businesses that are planning to minimize the carbon footprint. As a result, with Rowan Energy, both the
commercial and residential clients can benefit significantly.
Thus, those who choose to either use Rowan energy solution, invest or add to their current portfolio
a portion of RWN tokens have an opportunity to not only be part of an energy revolution starting in
the UK but also reap the rewards of possibly the best cryptocurrency to invest in during 2020.
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UNDERSTANDING THE TOKENOMICS
To understand the subtle nuances of a companies Tokenomics one must first understand what the
token will be used for and then extrapolate from there.
So first of all, what we know is:Rowan Energy (RWN)
Total Supply: 45,000,000 RWN
Initial Exchange Supply: 11,000,000

ROWAN ENERGY’S REWARD SYSTEM
Rowan Energy has designed and built a custom blockchain that isn’t compatible with others based
on the POA blockchain concept. Through its smart contract, Rowan Energy is planning to introduce
pre-mined digital tokens for early adopters, supporters, and distributors. The ITO and Airdrop have
been completed and the rowan token is now being freely traded on LATOKEN and VinDAX. With
this, the company plans to support the entire community, as well as the ecosystem even as the
Rowan platform is being designed & developed. As per a white paper released by the company,
only 45 million Rowan token shall be offered for distribution.

The company intends to apply the transaction fee on the issue of certificates, as well as, for energy
trading to produce higher revenue. It must be noted that Rowan, has reserved nearly 2 million Rowan
tokens for the vault feature. This particular feature is available only for the initial 2000 customers.
These saved digital tokens shall enjoy dividend payments in the range of 0.1-0.2 % per day. Apart
from this, homeowners who choose to participate in the validation of the token.
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Thus, using the custom POA blockchain, Rowan Energy distributes a low powered Rowan Smart
Miner that can be hosted inside the home. These gadgets confirm all the transactions being carried
out on the Rowan Blockchain and reward its owners on a daily basis for the same. The node (smart
miner) tracks energy production by the home, produces carbon offset certs, validates transactions in
a wheel & hub formation with master nodes. Besides, people can use these rewards to offset their
energy or power costs in the future. Thus, in the future, members of the Rowan community will get to
purchase their electricity from others in the community, in real-time, and through the P2P mechanism.
Any additional energy requirements shall be purchased in the form of a club via renewable sources,
providing the company the power to buy a large base of customers, and thus negotiate amazing
deals.

TOKENOMICS FOR THE HOME SOLAR POWER OWNER – BUY AND SELL
PRESSURE ON RWN TOKEN
Home Solar Panel owners who use Rowan Energy will typically have this experience.
1. Each home produces an average of 20kw daily, with each 1kw producing a tokenised certificate.
Rowan pays £0.25 per certificate to the homeowners.
2. Rowan Energy Will pay every day £5 (£1820 per year) in RWN for the generated tokenised carbon
offset certificates (REC’s).
3. Home Solar Panel owner has the choice to convert the RWN to £ Using the Wallet application or
holding the RWN for any length of time they choose.
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HOW IS THE PRICE AFFECTED AND WHY HOLDING THE TOKEN OR
INVESTING IN THE PROJECT COULD BE THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO
INVEST IN 2020
So when looking at scaling this to 100 users or 1000 users or even 10,000 users it quickly becomes
apparent for any trader in the cryptocurrency space that this generates a lot of buy pressure on the
market. Let me explain further….
Currently, the Price of 1 RWN is £0.014758 this means that for each user per day receiving £5 in RWN
(1,121.7 RWN) for energy production (it is going live to 100+ sites in September 2020).
Buy pressure generated on the market daily for RWN (estimate as the price of RWN will increase as
demand rise and user adoption is an increase):1 home solar panel Rowan User – 1,121.7 RWN
100 Home solar panel Rowan Users – 112,173 RWN
1000 Home solar panel Rowan Energy Users – 1,121,734 RWN
10,000 Home solar panel Rowan Energy Users – 11,217,346 RWN
Creating massive demand for the token in the market from all the home solar panel owners. This model
also does not account for the limited availability of the tokens as they become “locked up” by users.
Based on the PoC they would be buying for only 100 users per day 112,173 RWN. Which is rapidly
going to cause a price spike as the order books flatten.
There is also sell pressure from the home solar panel owners as I am sure some owners will want
to cash out at some point to collect their rewards the 100 user case study starting next month with
giving a clearer indication of the selling pressure from users.
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ADDITIONAL BUY PRESSURE FROM CARBON OFFSET CERTIFICATE SALES
As the Rowan Energy Blockchain creates the Carbon offset certificates there is also additional buy
pressure from companies who wish to offset their carbon footprint.
How Rowan Energy plan to facilitate this: –
1. Generate Carbon offset Certificate based on the green energy production of the Home Solar Panel
Users.
2. Take payment from Traders or Businesses wanting to Buy Offset Certificates
3. Convert the Payment or accept Payment in RWN for the certificates creating buy pressure on the
market

BUY PRESSURE FROM ENERGY CERTIFICATE SALES
1 Home solar panel Rowan Users – 20 Certificates produced a day – 2731 RWN per day
100 Home solar panel Rowan Users – 2000 Certificates produced a day – 273,177 RWN per day
1000 Home solar panel Rowan Users – 20000 Certificates produced a day – 2,731,770 RWN per day

TOKENOMICS FOR THE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADER
Understand what drives a token price is crucial for any Crypto trader or investor. Buy pressure that
can be scaled and Sell pressure that can be scaled will certainly provide a trader with an edge when
navigating the market.
One incredibly unique aspect of the Rowan Energy is instead of the token price being heavily driven
by the flavor of the month fever I like to call it or FOMO as most may know it Rowan’s RWN token is
driven and pushed by actual user adoption and demand, the biggest kicker is that demand is driven
by people who will be making more money by using Rowan Energy than not using Rowan Energy
simply by allowing Rowan to buy the REC’s the miner produces & then resell them.
For a trader, knowing customer sizes, buying, and selling trends based on this could make for a very
lucrative trading strategy as well as a good long term holding crypto for a portfolio.
Given the Tokenomics and the first Big step of 100 users going live next month Rowan Energy is
certainly one to watch we will be keeping a close eye in the months and weeks to come as for one
I have already added RWN to my portfolio.
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ROWAN ENERGY IN RECENT NEWS
1. ROWAN ENERGY ADDS 5 NEW BLOCKCHAIN MASTERNODES TO EXISTING
BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE
Rowan Energy recently announced that it has added 5 fresh blockchain masternodes to its network,
thus increasing the security and decentralisation of the Rowan platform. (https://medium.com/@platinumcryptoacademy/rowan-energy-adds-5-new-blockchain-masternodes-to-existing-blockchainarchitecture-c3ed0c591408)

2. Rowan Energy Introduces the Rowan Hub and Smart Miner Solutions
Rowan Energy announced the release of Rowan Hub as well as the smart miner solution for home
users. ( https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/introducing-the-rowan-hub-smartminer/)

3. Benefits of a Blockchain-run Green Energy Market in the UK
Rowan Energy helps to resolve the issues in the renewable energy market. (https://medium.com/@
RowanEnergyRewards/benefits-of-a-blockchain-run-green-energy-market-in-the-uk-9cbc3371acea)

IS THE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCY TO INVEST IN 2020 ROWAN ENERGY –
CONCLUSION
There is no denying the fact that the Rowan Energy is fighting for the best cryptocurrency to invest
in 2020, as it will transform the renewable or solar energy market for the better. With consistent
changes within the system happening as a result of technology, Rowan Energy offers an excellent
way to safeguard the existing energy sources. Rowan offers the ideal solution for creating more
awareness around green energy, encouraging almost every homeowner to rethink their investment
in the home solar panel as well as other green energy projects.
Remember, in the end, we all want to put funds into the projects that ensure returns. While conventional energy fails to attract people, Rowan Energy, has come up with an efficient platform and
reward system to ensure that renewable energy is more appealing. Given that the company is planning to build a community of over 30,000 members by 2024, investing in the Rowan project, could
be the best cryptocurrency to invest in 2020.
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HOW TO EARN BITCOIN –
FINALMENTE A NEW SOLUTION?

Hi Crypto Network,
There are many ways one can earn Bitcoin some simpler than others, top ways include crypto lending, crypto cashback solutions and crypto interest generating accounts. Cryptocurrency is essentially a digital currency that involves buying and selling of cryptos between people
without the involvement of any 3rd party such as a bank. They allow consumers to connect with
each other digitally and through a highly transparent process, revealing the financial amounts and
not their identities every time they conduct crypto trades and transactions.
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Almost a decade ago, cryptocurrencies were known only to a few individuals. However, with the advent of Bitcoins in 2009 and the emergence of social media, the crypto market witnessed a massive change.
Today, cryptocurrencies have gained traction in different facets of
businesses, government and even personal finance-related activities.
People are buying Bitcoin and other cryptos to take advantage of the
growing crypto market. In fact, many users are also using a bitcoin faucet to earn free bitcoin in return for carrying out an action. Apart from
this, many crypto miners have also emerged in the past couple of years
and it is most likely that there are more than 1,000,000 individuals who
are mining bitcoins to earn rewards.
In this article, discover how to earn Bitcoin from lending through the
Finalmente platform.

WHY CRYPTO OWNERSHIP IS CLIMBING?
Needless to mention, cryptocurrencies have redefined the future of
global finance. Back in 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto mined the very first
Bitcoin through a highly decentralized network, followed by the launch
of Litecoin in 2011 and Ripple in 2012. By 2013, a single Bitcoin’s price
was $1000 and by 2017 more than 1000 cryptocurrencies got listed.
Thus, it won’t be incorrect to say that crypto ownership has gone up
in the past few years. Today, crypto asset is being used for payments,
value storage, and utility as well as to perform online transactions.
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HOW TO EARN BITCOIN – CRYPTO
LENDING
In the past 5 years, Bitcoin transactions and users
have recorded an average growth percentage of
almost 60% every year. As a result, the crypto market has turned into an over $250 billion industry.
Today, many people are interested in earning
bitcoin. For instance, many of them look to create
a Cryptocurrency interest Account, an extremely
simple and easy way to earn Bitcoin. You earn
Bitcoin for free as interest by simply storing some
in your Crypto interest account.

HOW TO EARN BITCOIN FROM
CASHBACK?
It must be noted that cashback is essentially an
eCommerce system designed to provide rebates
and rewards to users for shopping. Each time a
user carries out online shopping and in certain
cases when they conduct in-store purchases, they
earn as much as 1% of their transaction money
back. Today, there are plenty of cashback programs that dispense rewards as cryptocurrency,
also referred to as cryptoback.
While purchasing bitcoin is always easier and an
excellent investment, one can also earn bitcoin if
they are unable to buy them. So, if you are looking to earn Bitcoin then consider online shopping.
You can turn to everyday online shopping to earn
bitcoin. For instance, when you purchase an item
from a cashback providing platform such as Lolli,
you get Bitcoin as your reward. Pei is another
cashback system that rewards you with BTC or
even fiat money. Pei basically works with your
existing debit and credit card as well as can be
utilized for in-store purchasing. Another way to
earn crypto cashback is through a cryptocurrency
debit card. For example, Crypto.com and Wirex
are two highly popular platforms that provide 0.5%
in cashback, which is usually paid in BTC.
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TOP 3 CRYPTO CASHBACK COMPANIES
BitcoinRewards
Based in Australia, BitcoinRewards was established in 2017 to offer bitcoin buyers with the opportunity to acquire cashback in Bitcoin. In order to earn rebates through the platform, users need to first
sign up with the platform, as well as add the browser extension, and also browse the retailers to be
able to carry out a purchase. The rebates are in the range of 0.8% and 40% as well as are transferred
into the BitcoinRewards’s native Bitcoin wallet. In addition to this, rewards can be earned in Binance
Coin, Litecoin and Bitcoin Cash.

Stormshop
A highly sought-after mobile application from micro task as well as earning platform called Stormx. It
allows shoppers to receive cryptocurrency rewards for online shopping and is present in more than
187 nations including the United States.
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Lolli
Lolli is another highly popular cryptocurrency cashback platform available in the crypto market. They
provide kickback on several popular sites including Macy’s, Groupon, Gap, GoDaddy, CheapOair
etc. In order to make use of this service, you must visit the company’s website to set up a free of
cost account.
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EARN BITCOIN WITH A CRYPTO INTEREST ACCOUNT
Unlike what many users believe, they can earn interest through Bitcoin. Bitcoin was criticised by
people for being one asset which yields no dividends. However, this isn’t true anymore. Many crypto
users are not earning interest up to 8% onwards on their Bitcoin with the help of an interest account.

TOP 3 CRYPTO INTEREST ACCOUNTS
Nexo
While most of the lenders provide varying rates based on different currencies, Nexo is entirely different. The lender offers 8% guaranteed interest across different fiat currencies such as EUR, GBP
and USD as well as stable coins like USDC, SAI, USDT and PAX.
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Celsius
Celsius is much similar to Nexo as it offers a fixed interest rate across almost all the stable coins i.e.
7% for GUSD, TUSD, USDC, and PAX.

Crypto.com
After Monaco acquired crypto.com in 2018 an attractive rate of interest is 6% on 3 stable coins
(TUSD, PAX and USDC) and three highly popular digital currencies including BTC, XRP and ETH.
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HOW TO EARN BITCOIN FROM LENDING – THE FINALMENTE SOLUTION
The Finalmente Program is a highly innovative program that helps you to earn Bitcoin and achieve
your dreams of earning. One of the biggest advantages of the Finalmente Global program is that
it is very simple to use. When you sign up for the same, you can earn automatic referrals and take
advantage of auto upgrades and auto withdrawals. The program is highly affordable as it allows
you to earn Bitcoin, lend as well as get paid. The program receives participation from Bitcoin users
across the globe. In fact, if you are searching for a program that lets you earn money online, then
this one is ideal for you.
It must be noted that Finalmente Global was established in 2019 by a team of three partners who
were extremely active within the online earning and online marketing industry. The goal of the company was to create a platform that offered a legit program to earn crypto. In fact, if you are looking
to earn a huge amount of bitcoin through lending, then the Finalmente solution is ideal for you.
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Once you become a member after signing up then you can lend as much as BTC 20.0 based on
your plan. For instance, the UNO Starter plan allows you to lend minimum BTC 0.001000 and maximum BTC 0.002500. It offers a maximum growth opportunity of 101.04%. Similarly, the UNO Classic
plan permits a minimum lending of BTC 0.001000 and maximum lending of BTC 1.500000.
The growth rate for this one is 107.0% upon expiry. Apart from this, the program also offers the Due
Novice Minimum plan of BTC 0.015000 and Maximum Plan of BTC 1.500000. For TRE Business,
the Minimum Plan is BTC 0.003500 whereas the Maximum Plan is BTC 5.000000. On the other
hand, the Quattro plan provides a Minimum Plan of BTC 0.750000 and a Maximum Plan of BTC
10.000000.
Thus, once you have joined as a member, you can earn Bitcoin on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.
In case you don’t have any funds to initiate the lending process, then you register as well as promote the platform as an affiliate marketer. The Finalmente Global affiliate program pays a referral
commission that can be easily withdrawn on 4 different levels. While level 1 shall provide you with a
3% commission on every deposit of Bitcoin made through your referral, Level 2 provides a 2% commission. Similarly, for level 3 as well as 4, you will get a commission of 1%.
The platform also offers competitions and promotions on a regular basis where they can earn Bitcoin
only by performing simple tasks such as voting online.

CONCLUSION
To sum up, the Finalmente Global program offers free of cost membership. Users who want to earn
money through the program need to put as much as 0.001 BTC. The program offers an average
return of 7-10% every week. However, earnings are entirely based on your choice of package and
are calculated on a weekly basis.
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